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We consider the system of the N vortex points with the identical strength on a sphere. As a local effect of
the rotation of the sphere, we fix vortex points at the both poles, which are called the pole vortices. When
the N vortex points are equally spaced along the line of latitude of the sphere, the configuration is called
the “N -ring” or “N -gon”. It is a relative fixed configuration[3,4] and its linear and nonlinear stability in the
presence of the pole vortices are investigated well[1,2,5]; The stability of the N -ring is determined by the
strengths of the pole vortices and the latitude where the N -ring lies.

This talk gives a systematic reduction method of the N vortex problem to invariant dynamical systems
based on the linear stability analysis for the N -ring. The reduction is accomplished by making use of the
invariant property of the system with respect to the two specific transformations: the shift and the pole
reversal transformations, for which the N -ring configuration remains unchanged.

The N -vortex problem is the 2N -dimensional Hamiltonian dynamical system. We prove that there exists
the 2p-dimensional invariant dynamical system reduced by the p-shift transformation for arbitrary factor p
of N . It is also shown that the system can be reduced to the 2[N/2]-dimensional invariant dynamical system
by the pole reversal transformation when the pole vortices are identical, where [x] denotes the maximum
integer less than or equals x. The phase space, in which each of the invariant dynamical systems is defined,
is a linear space spanned by the eigenvectors obtained in the linear stability analysis and contains the N -ring
configuration. Thanks to this linear representation, we can discuss not only the existence of the invariant
dynamical systems but also their stability and the inclusion relation between them.

Applying the reduction method, we decompose the system of the large number of vortex points into
a collection of invariant reduced systems consists of small vortex points, by which we will describe the
unstable evolution of the N -ring, studied in [5,6].
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